Welcome to the Pebble Pop Workshop!
The improvised curves in the Pebble Pop quilt allow for variations that
add interest to the repetition of a simple circle shape. The design is block
based, and each block consists of two contrasting fabrics. For every two
blocks, you’ll need two fat quarters (or quarter yards) of fabric.
If your quilt consists of an even number of blocks, you’ll need that
exact number of quarter yards. For example, a quilt that is 6 blocks
by 6 blocks will need 36 quarter yards. If your quilt will be an odd
number of blocks, you’ll need to add one to determine the quarter
yards needed, and you will have a little leftover fabric at the end.
Each Pebble Pop block is 9 1/2” unfinished, or 9” finished.
Materials for a 54” square quilt:
36 quarter yards
Backing - 3 1/2 yards
Binding - 1/2 yard
Batting - 62” x 62”
Helpful tools:
9 1/2” or larger square ruler
28mm rotary cutter
Curved template for guide (see note below)
The block uses improvisational curves, but
if you’d prefer to reduce the variation in
your quilt, you can use something that is
curved as a guide. I recommend something
with a 9 or 10 inch diameter, like a dinner
plate, or something with a 4-5” radius (like
the attached quarter circle template). The
images below are a preview of some of the
improvised curves in the block.
If you have any questions, please send me an email at daisy@warmfolk.com. See you soon!
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It’s not essential to select “Print Actual Size,” but there is a scale box in case you would like to use a guide
that is precisely the same as the one I will use when I demonstrate during the workshop. This template is
just meant to be a guide, so it’s okay if the size isn’t exact.

1 inch
for scale

Pebble Pop Curve Guide
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